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FocusTM is a demountable wall system that delivers a comprehensive range of  acoustic performance 
with a clean, European aesthetic. It seamlessly integrates a variety of  glass configurations to create 
effective, modern workspaces.

Focus offers a tailored approach to specific environments with its acoustic and visual continuity, 
and matching wall and door pairings. Frame and trim components are light in proportion through 
seamless in-line and corner connections, providing a minimal architectural presence.



sizing
• Ceiling heights from 84" - 120" in 1/1        6             " increments
• Fascia widths 12"- 48" in 1/1        6             " increments
• Factory-cut horizontal frames, 4" thick x 2" nominal height

building accommodation 
• Ceiling adjustment range: + 7/1     6                ", - 3/8            "
• Floor adjustment range: + 11/1        6            ", - 5/3          2  "
• Wall Start adjustment range + 7/1     6                  ", - 3/8             "

fascia offering 
• Single centered, single offset, and double glass

door offering 
• Center-mounted Sliding Door Leaf  with infinite rail
• Framed Pivot Door Leafs (Single and Double Glass)
• Frameless and Solid Hinged Door Leafs

acoustics
• Glass STC ratings up to 45 STC
• Door STC ratings up to 45 STC

glass options
• 10 and 12mm seamless glass
• Tempered and Laminated
• Clear, Low Iron and Frosted finishes

integration
• Drywall/base building
• Altos and Tek Vue 

features

specifications

acoustic flexibility 
• Focus offers single glazing, and double glazing options 

to provide varied levels of  acoustic opportunities to suit 
any and all privacy needs. Numerous door options allow 
for pairing and alignment with all fascia configurations, 
providing optimal acoustic performance across the entire 
system.

minimal presence
• Refined, minimal profiles and seamless glass joints offer 

maximum full-height transparency and subtle space 
division. Factory-cut framing elements deliver a precise fit 
and finish across the storefront. 

tailored fit
• Focus is tailor fit to accommodate specific site variations, 

which allows the system to maintain a low-profile aesthetic. 
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